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The Curious Case of MIT (and why only
they get to submit abstracts to
ProQuest)
Posted on January 16, 2013

Possible errata to this posting:

Since publishing this piece, a (non-MIT) librarian has contacted the author to claim that
MIT does indeed pay the $65.00 fee for submitting abstracts-only to ProQuest. To validate
that claim, this author has located the MIT Registrar’s web page stating that MIT doctoral
students are required to pay a “Library thesis processing fee” of $115.00 which includes
“$50 for scanning and processing and $65 for abstracting.” While a fee to ProQuest/UMI
is not specifically named by MIT on this informational page, one can presume that the
abstracting fee is indeed the ProQuest submission fee.

This error in the posting below does not change the underlying concerns and issues
discussed below. ProQuest has gone on written record that they consider the MIT to be the
special case which PQ does not wish to compete with.

That said, however, this author takes full responsibility for any confusing and misleading
statement made on the FUSE blog. I apologize for my oversight in not clarifying the MIT
fee to ProQuest. The FUSE Blog is committed to providing only factual evidence in support
of setting US ETD’s free, and welcome comments, feedback and information to set the
record straight.

— Thank you

Free US ETDs (FUSE)
Promoting Open Access to American graduate research

http://sites.tdl.org/fuse/?p=402
http://web.mit.edu/registrar/reg/costs/misc.html
http://sites.tdl.org/fuse/
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G. Clement, 1-28-2013

On ETD professional forums such as the ETD-L discussion list, a recurring theme among
American universities is the wish to submit just abstracts for inclusion in the PQDT database
(plus the url linking back to the full-text dissertation wherever it resides). This model seems
like a good fit for the many institutions archiving their graduate works (along with other
research outputs) in their institutional digital repositories, as well as for graduate students
choosing to post their works online and open access on various sites across the Web. This
approach might also be a win for the commercial publisher ProQuest, who could still retain
descriptions of graduate works in their database product, even when the full-text goes
elsewhere. By decoupling the practice of indexing graduate works and facilitating searches
across all the metadata, from archiving the full-text of those works, the US ETD community
and the students we serve would finally have a national portal of our collective graduate
students’ works, in support of our research, teaching and learning objectives.

But apparently, abstract-only submission to ProQuest is not in the cards. The company has
responded to earnest requests for abstract-only submission with a nearly closed-door policy.
They have overtly raised the cost of abstract-only submission to $65. Given their
concomitant price reduction for full text submission from $65. to zero — at least for users of
the PQ proprietary submission system– the higher pricing level for abstract-only submission
would appear as purely punitive. It seems to signal some kind of ultimatum to schools who
still would like their graduate works discoverable in the PQDT database (even if the full text
is no longer held within the vaults of Ann Arbor).

ProQuest’s intransigence on the matter of abstract-only submission has recently spurred two
research universities to drop required ProQuest submission for their doctoral students. One of
these schools explained their new policy in a posting to the Council of Graduate Schools
discussion list last November:

“We decided not to require our students to give distribution rights to their dissertations to
a third party, as we had been. We wanted to continue to have them deposit just abstracts
with ProQuest, but ProQuest was going to charge each student $65 for the abstract
instead of the $25 they were paying for the full dissertation. In the end, we have decided to
let the students opt to send their dissertations directly to ProQuest if they want, rather
than through the university. (They are all depositing dissertations in our own digital
archive.)”
[Source: Posting to CGS Dean’s Discussion List by scozzens@gatech.edu, November 16,
2012, Subject: Re: [CGS List] Proquest)]

In the meantime, other institutions interested in abstract-only submission to PQDT have
noted that ProQuest allows only one US institution to receive special dispensation from Ann
Arbor for that privilege. That school is MIT, the historic American polytechnic university
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located along the northern bank of the Charles River basin in Cambridge, Mass.

Apparently, the ProQuest rationale for allowing MIT’s 400-ish dissertation abstracts to enter
PQDT each year is because the commercial dissertation reseller refuses to compete with
MIT’s sale of its own dissertations. Admittedly, my institution ain’t no MIT, but this argument
seems rather spurious given ProQuest’s enthusiastic willingness to compete with my
institution (and hundreds of others) by selling the research of our graduate students when we
give that same material away for free. Granted, the competition is not directly financial, but
they are competing for readers of our students’ works, for website visits and downloads, and
for serendipitous discovery of other works of interest produced by our institution and available
alongside the dissertations.

Aside from the curious claim about competing with universities, what is more troubling with
the case of MIT is ProQuest’s failure to acknowledge that it received no material whatsoever
from the university in Cambridge for most of that school’s history. Until the late 1980’s, MIT
submitted nothing. ProQuest/UMI resorted to culling MIT institutional data to produce
citations to include in its commercial dissertation products. In fact, a search in PQDT today
reveals that among the 25,809 MIT dissertation records available for all time, less than half
(11,705) contain abstracts. The majority of MIT records contain just skimpy citations, a wee
bit of indexing, and a note saying the full text is not available.

MIT practice changed in the late 1980’s apparently, as illustrated in the following chart.
Citation-only records culled by ProQuest/UMI are shown in red, and records with abstracts
supplied by MIT are in green. The data in the chart was compiled by running comparative
searches in the PQDT database. This chart provides visual confirmation of the relatively
short-lived history of abstract-only submission by MIT. What this chart can not tell us is the
reason for the change in MIT practice. That story remains a mystery, at least for now.

http://sites.tdl.org/fuse/?attachment_id=405
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In the meantime, however, we do know that searches in PQDT are not likely to retrieve
many MIT works dating before 1991, because of the paucity of information available in those
skimpy, citation-only records. We also know that those of us willing to send to Ann Arbor
meaty abstracts from our students’ dissertations are being punished with an unreasonable
submission fee, even though such substantitave contributions would enrichen the PQDT
database and enable more effective info retrieval than skimpy citations alone.

And given the reluctance of ProQuest to work with us to find a win-win solution for
dissertation indexing in the Internet Age, who knows what our submission practice will look
like in the future? Also a mystery. But perhaps some will follow the lead of the “other”
historical American polytechnic university – the one located in midtown Atlanta – and leave
the practice of PQ submission as a possible option for our students, one among many
options for their dissertation dissemination, to take or leave as they choose.

This entry was posted in Historical perspectives, OA portal to US ETDs, Open Access,
Proquest Digital Dissertations database, Proquest Optional policy by gclement.
Bookmark the permalink [http://sites.tdl.org/fuse/?p=402] .
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